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l' (a) Define what is meant by the terms eigenualue.and eigenuector ofa rinear trans-formation T : V ___+ Z, where Z is a vector space.
Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix

'{ (b) i' Prove that the eigenvectors that corresponding to distinct eigenvarues of alinear transformation are linearly independent.
ii' Prove that an n x n matrix ,4 is sim'ar to diagonar matrix D if and onlyif '4 has n rinearly independent eigenvectors, where the diagonal entries ofD are the corresponding eigenvalues of ,4.

iii' Let '4 and -B be n-square matrices. show that AB ancl BAhave the same
eigenvalues.
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(c) Orthogonally diagonalize the



2.Definewhatismeantbythetermrnini,mumpolynomi,alof.asqualematrix.

(a) state and Prove '"" 
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Find the minimum PolYnomra
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' 'mum polynomial of an n x n' matrix A

*' t#:::#:lt" 
ffi:iar or A, then 'l/'a(t) 

divides l-(t)l'

andt/a(t)

(c) prove that for any square matrix A' the minimum'n"tt":t 
;xists 

and

unique'

3.(a)Findanorthogonaltransformationwhichreducesthefollorfingquadratic
to a diagonal form

5r2r+6r?r+7*"r- 4r$2,* 4r2r3:t- 
l

'/ cusiy diagonalize the foiiowing pair of quadratib forms 
'f

(b) Simultanet

S1 : n21- nZ - 2t" - 2rP2 *  rzrs'

s -'r? + 2*7 + 2r2s - 2rP2 - 2r2r3'
(P2 - *l

*
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that (R', < .,' >) is an inner product space'

that if non zero vectors {"'"'"''nn} in an inner product space V are

orthogonal, then they are linearly independent'

tire Gram Sch'mt'dt Process'

the orthonormal set for span ol M tnlRa' where

i M: {(1,0, -1,0)", (0, !,2,1)r ''(2' 1' -1' 0)"}'

'inner Prod'uct on a vector space'

(ar,gr, "',an) € lR*' where :ri''!i elR' i : t'2' "''n'

> be defined on Rl as
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